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SBOBET is among the most famous Asian bookmakers. The company was founded in 2003

and is headquartered and licensed in the Philippines. sbobet In 2009 2009 SBOBET won the

Asian Operator of The Year Award. The bookmaker specializes in Asian handicap and over /

under bets, with a concentrate on football. The business also became known as a sponsor of

the well-known English Premier League club West Ham United. 

 

Ask us about Betfair accounts! 

 

SBOBET & BET-IBC 

As an SBOBET agent, we have been proud to announce that people will be able to open a

betting account with SBOBET for you personally. The only requirement for this is that you

want to have a betting account in euros. 

 

If you are interested in opening an SBOBET betting account with BET-IBC being an agent,

simply fill out our registration form and you will receive your access data and payment details

within a very short time. Another advantage for BET-IBC customers is they can make free

money transfers between this along with other betting accounts that you have opened with

us, provided they're kept in exactly the same currency (when you have accounts in different

currencies, exchange rates will apply ). 

 

Overview 

This bookmaker's website is available in 5 different languages ??- English, German,

Spanish, Russian and Chinese. 

 

SBOBET puts many sports at your disposal to place bets on, including soccer, basketball,

American football, baseball, ice hockey, loacrosse, tennis, badminton, ping pong, golf,

cricket, volleyball, handball, water polo, futsal, pool , Snooker, rugby, motor sports, darts,

boxing, athletics, cycling and various winter sports. Additionally it is possible to bet on events

from the entertainment industry and financial markets. 

 

SBOBET customers can choose from different types of bets. Your options are 1x2, Asian

Handicap, bets on the half-time or end result (HT / FT), double chance, kick-off, parlay,

moneyline, even / odd result and periodic bets. The odds can be displayed in four different

formats: European (decimal - e.g. 1.5), Hong Kong (e.g. 0.50), Indo (e.g. -1.50) and Malay

(e.g. 0.50) E.g. -0.25). 

 

The minimum bet is 10 units in the selected currency and the maximum bet depends on the

activity and the sort of bet selected. How much the winnings is unlimited. 

 

SBOBET attaches great importance to the security of its customer data and contains taken

all necessary steps to ensure its security. The transmission of data is protected by 128-bit

encryption (VeriSign). 

https://sbowins.wildapricot.org/


 

The SBOBET customer service could be contacted in various ways. You can reach the

support team 24/7 either via email, live chat, phone or Skype. The staff will be happy to help

you in different languages. 

 

In an effort to supply the customer with a responsible gaming environment, the company

works with institutions such as GamCare, Gambling Therapy and RGA (Remote Gambling

Association). Apart from that, they offer their customers the choice of self-exclusion. 

 

cellphone 

 

SBOBET Mobile 

SBOBET Mobile Web was specially developed for the most recent generation of

smartphones and contains an innovative, user-friendly interface. 

 

The 3rd option, the SBOBET Mobile iOS App, originated for the Iphone and iPad which app

is by and large no different from the Mobile Web version. It can be easily downloaded from

the App Store. 

 

All 3 variants are available to registered users in English, Chinese (simplified & traditional),

Indonesian, Vietnamese and Thai. 

 

Casino 

SBOBET not only offers its players a platform for sports betting, but additionally an online

casino and a live casino in English, Chinese, Korean and Thai. 

 

If you need to treat you to ultimately a round in the casino, you have the decision between

classic casino games such as baccarat, blackjack, roulette, sic bo, slots, bingo, video keno

and video poker. In the Live Casino you won't only find games such as Live Baccarat,

Roulette, Sic Bo and Blackjack, but additionally lots of professional live croupiers. A wide

range of uses attracts amateurs in addition to loads of professional players. If you are not

quite sure what you are really doing, you can first become acquainted with almost all games

in the play money mode.


